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AMBULANCE HART
Hazardous Area Response Team

There will be occasions when local operational crew
and managers are at the scene of a water based incident
before the local HART assets have arrived on scene.
In no way shoud clincial care be witheld from a patient
simply because HART are not on scene, however, crews
and Incident Commanders must ensure the area is as
safe as is resonably possible.

Employers are required to ensure, so
far as is reasonably practicable, the
health safety and welfare at work of
their employees, and any other persons
who might be affected and to provide
a safe working environment,
appropriate training, instruction and
supervision; and any necessary
protective clothing and equipment.  

Crews must take reasonably practical
measures to prevent a person falling
into water, thus minimising the risk of

drowning, however, this must not be
done by exposing staff to unacceptable
levels of risk.

Where crews arrive on scene and find a
patient in the water entering the water
themselves should be the last thing to
be considered. While there may be
huge amounts of emotional pressure
to enter the water crews should first
encourage the patient to swim to the
bank, if this doesn’t work then an item
such a life ring should be thrown to the

patient. Where this doesn’t help get
the patient to the water’s edge, a throw
line should be used, only if all these fail,
should they give any consideration to
someone getting into the water to
rescue the patient.

UK waters will be extremely cold all
year round, even long hot summer days
don’t increase the water temperature
by much. As such entering the water
without the right PPE can be extremely
dangerous.

Staff and Managers are reminded of the guidance from Mark Scoggins, Solicitor Advocate who said “I think it essential that all ambulance officers and staff are conversant with

the capabilities of HART. In circumstances where HART are unable to carry out their job to the detriment of a patient through ignorance on the part of ambulance controllers

or workers as to what HART can provide, then in my view any court in the land will lay blame at the feet of the individual responsible for that omission.”

HART staff are trained to work with the
correct PPE in and around water, be
that still or fast flowing.  All EEAST
HART staff are Swift Water Technician
trained and have undertaken training to
allow them to safely act as a crew
member in a boat operated by a

partner agency.  EEAST HART does not
have its own boat, however, each of the
two EEAST HART teams carries an
inflatable sled which can be used to
both access a patient and carry a
patient back to the bank.  EEAST HART
also carry spare life jackets which they

can give to operational staff who
they are working with when closer
than 3 metres from the water’s edge.
These life jackets should not be worn
under coats or clinical ruck sacks.

Operations Managers Aide Memoire

WATER OPERATIONS

     Health and Safety at Work Act

     Management Of health & Safety at Work regulations

     Flood & Water management Act

     DEFRA Flood rescue concept of Operations

Main Legislation

     Often deemed to be within 3m from the edge of the waterDefinition of Working In or

Around Water

     Ensure HART are mobilised and en-route, do NOT stand HART down until

     the patient is safely in the back of the waiting ambulance

Safety Considerations for

Saving Life

     5 day initial Course to Def Level 3 (including powerboat awareness training)

     3 day Yearly requalification

     Quarterly exercise including night exercises & vehicles in water

HART Training for Swift Water

Recue Technician

     Thermal Base layers

     Full dry suit including Boots and helmet

     PFD, whistle, glow sticks, lights

     Throwlines, Reach Poles

     Rescue Sleds and paddles

     Polaris off road vehicle

HART PPE to Support an

Incident in or around water
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HART Water Operations allows staff to work safely in
or around water, both still and fast flowing. The risks
associated with water are immense with emergency
responders losing their lives while trying to operate
near to fast flowing water.

Staff should not be operating within 3 meters of the
water’s edge without wearing appropriate PPE; as such
where this PPE is not available all efforts should be
made to move the patient away from the water’s edge.

 This is a rapidly deployable small water craft to act as platform for water
     operations e.g. Flooding or Patient Recovery.

 It is carried on our secondary vehicles.
 Used by one or two water trained operators per sled and can hold up to
     five persons.

 This is a flexible system for recovering and securing casualties during water
     based incidents.

 The kit has a varied selection of attachments for securing casualties in different
     states of compliance.

 It is carried on our secondary vehicles.
 Used by water trained operators only.

In fast flowing water HART will require a minimum of 6 trained staff to operate within

this water environment.

     A minimum of 1 person (but sometimes 2, depending on the water flow) will 

     act as an upstream spotter, looking for any large debris which may injure the

     responders (or patient) or affect the rescue being swept down the river.

     A minimum of 1 person (but normally 2) will be required downstream to act as

     an emergency rescuer should the patient be swept away from the rescuers.

     A minimum of 2 staff will be required to reach the patient, deliver care and move

     them back to the shore.

     The Team Leader will oversee all that is going on.

HART do not have their own rescue boat (we do have a rescue sled, as pictured

above) but are trained to work on rescue boats provided by other emergency

responders, thus allowing clinical staff to safely reach the patient and start the

delivery of patient care.

Ambulance road crews should not be taken on FRS boats as they don’t have the

training in what to do if the boat capsizes, defensive or aggressive swimming,

under surface hazards etc

When HART arrive on scene they will have a number of life jackets for Trust staff

who are already on scene to wear if they are working close to the water’s edge.

Staff and Managers are reminded of the guidance from Mark Scoggins, Solicitor Advocate who said “I think it essential that all ambulance officers and staff are conversant with

the capabilities of HART. In circumstances where HART are unable to carry out their job to the detriment of a patient through ignorance on the part of ambulance controllers

or workers as to what HART can provide, then in my view any court in the land will lay blame at the feet of the individual responsible for that omission.”

Operations Managers Aide Memoire

WATER OPERATIONS

HART will respond to a water incident with the following equipment:


